Bloomberg provides extensive economic statistics (current and historical) for many countries.

**Find economic statistics in Bloomberg:**

At the blue flashing cursor type ECST then hit the green <GO> key

Select a country by typing the country name in the amber-coloured box below the <Search> box or use the “Browse” option.

**Standard Views:**

Key Indicators – current and previous data are displayed.

Economic indicators are grouped by category on the left side of the screen. Expand a category to find the specific indicator you are looking for.

After selecting an indicator, data will be displayed. Note that you may select a date range, frequency and in some cases, the Information Source.

Detailed data for the selected indicator will be displayed for the time period you have chosen.

Indicators may be charted by clicking on the chart icon in the column to the right of the component title. Several indicators may be graphed on the same chart.

To export data to Excel, type 90 and hit the green <GO> key (see this command in the upper left corner of the screen).
Alternatively, tabular data for the charted indicators may be exported to Excel by right clicking on the graph > Copy/Export Options > Copy data to clipboard > then paste into Excel. The chart image may also be exported.

**Custom Views:**

A few sample views are available by default such as Global CPI Inflation Rates etc.

You may also create a custom view, by clicking on “Create a Custom View”.
Name the custom view and provide a brief description. Click “Create”.
Select your preferred date range.
Click “Add rows” to begin selecting data items you wish to display. Series rows allow you to search for a data item using keywords or enter a ticker.
When you have added all the required rows, click “Add rows” to view the compiled data.